State-based maternal death reviews: assessing opportunities to alter outcomes
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In 1950, the Journal of the American Medical Association reported that, for the first time, the US maternal mortality rate had dipped below 1 per 1000 live births and declared that “Childbearing has been made quite safe.” The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention called the decline from 800-900 maternal deaths per 100,000 live births in 1900 to 10-20 deaths per 100,000 live births in 2000 one of the 10 great public health achievements of the 20th century. There is no question that great strides were made in maternity care and that women and society benefited. But the story is not over. Women still die from conditions directly or indirectly related to pregnancy, and evidence is emerging that the trend that we so rightly celebrated is not continuing.

Accounting for maternal deaths ought to be easy. The events are rare, dramatic, and devastating for the woman's family and those who cared for her. We have a functioning vital statistics system, and all deaths are registered. However, even today, we struggle to assess accurately the number of women who die in the United States because they became pregnant. There is no question that vital statistics by themselves underestimate the number of maternal deaths, largely because of the lack of diagnostic nuance allowed by the coding rules of International Classification of Diseases; this limitation has been demonstrated in the United States and other developed countries. In response to the inadequacy of vital records for public health surveillance, in 1986 the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's Division of Reproductive Health and the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists worked to enhance the identification of deaths that are related to pregnancy by establishing the Pregnancy Mortality Surveillance System (PMSS). PMSS relies on state departments of vital statistics to identify deaths during and within 1 year of the end of a pregnancy by all means available. Currently, this system reports a pregnancy-related mortality ratio of approximately 17 per 100,000 live births for 2010. Although the ratio may be stabilizing in recent years, it increased by 50% over the preceding 15 years. Moreover, although PMSS likely captures almost all of the deaths that are possible by using a process based on voluntary reporting, it still likely undercounts these events. Another recent estimate that was based on statistical models place the US maternal mortality rate at 18.5 per 100,000 live births for 2013 and suggests that the United States is among the few countries in the world where the rate is increasing. There is reason to suspect that better identification plays some role in the observed increases, but it would be presumptuous to
state categorically that there is no true increase in the risk of maternal death in the United States. We certainly have no evidence that the risk is falling.

State-based identification of maternal deaths is critical if we are to assess more accurately the burden of maternal death, and state-based review is required to better understand the causes of and risk factors for these deaths. Moreover, states have the mandates and authority to act on findings to improve systems of care. Not all states review maternal deaths; among those that do, the organization of the review processes varies. In this issue of the American Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Geller et al report the results of a retrospective review of 610 deaths that were recorded in the Illinois Department of Health Maternal Review Form Database for the years 2002–2012. Deaths had been reported to the Department of Public Health, as required by law, and reviewed in their regional perinatal centers. Geller et al reviewed this database in an effort to make a statement about what percentage and what kinds of events might be preventable. Such an effort is necessary to inform rational, evidence-based health system–wide interventions. One-third of the deaths during pregnancy or within 1 year of the end of pregnancy were deemed to be related directly or indirectly to pregnancy, and one-third of these were thought potentially to be preventable on the basis of patient, provider, and systems factors. Deaths because of hemorrhage were most likely to be preventable. Deaths attributed to vascular events were considered less likely to be preventable.

Reviewing maternal deaths would be a fruitless enterprise without evidence that deaths and severe morbidity could be prevented. The finding by Geller et al that one-third of pregnancy-related deaths were preventable is in line with estimates in the literature. Assessment of preventability is aimed at discovering opportunities to improve maternal outcomes by improving care. It is not meant to point fingers and place blame. Rather, state-based reviews should be undertaken with the assumption that, if processes of care broke down in a single time and place and the result was a death, such processes likely occur over and over again; however, the outcome is rarely so unfortunate. However, those processes must be improved if there is to be any chance of lowering maternal morbidity and mortality rates. Hence, review of maternal deaths can be seen as an effort in quality improvement, and the effort by Illinois is a good example of how such a review process can function. In their discussion, the authors note that, as a result of work by review committees to shine a light on hemorrhage deaths as potentially preventable, state policy was enacted to mandate training in recognition and treatment of obstetric hemorrhage for all obstetric providers in hospitals with maternity services. This included all physicians who deliver babies, anesthesia personnel, midwives, obstetric nurses, and other personnel in labor and delivery units. The mandate resulted in training >48,000 providers statewide.

Reviewing maternal deaths, gaining an understanding of the causes, and taking action on findings are steps that are consistent with the call for national action and returning the “M” to maternal-fetal medicine. The recent formation of the National Partnership for Maternal Safety is indeed encouraging. Many organizations have come together to acknowledge that we as a country can do better in providing safe, evidence-based maternity care. The commitment to roll out patient safety bundles that provide best practices to address hemorrhage, severe hypertension, and venous thromboembolism prevention as well as
process-oriented bundles that define maternal early warning criteria, to provide guidance for reviewing severe maternal events in birthing facilities, and to acknowledge the need for family and staff support when a death or severe event occurs is an enormous first step in making pregnancy in the United States safer. Implicit in these national efforts is the ability to review deaths at the geopolitical level where action can be taken. In most instances, that level is the state. Geller et al\textsuperscript{9} demonstrate how this works in Illinois, and there are other similar examples throughout the country.\textsuperscript{17-19} We find ourselves in a time with a focus on maternal health that we have not seen since attention was drawn to the problem of maternal death in the early 20th century. It is incumbent on us all to seize the moment.
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